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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A customer logged in as a user with superuser access rights and is making configuration changes on a
NetScaler HA pair. After a few minutes, the customer notices that the changes are NOT visible on the GUI or CLI. 

What is the customer doing incorrectly? 

A. The customer is not using the nsroot account. 

B. The customer has enabled fail safe on both nodes. 

C. The customer is making changes on the primary node. 

D. The customer is making changes on the secondary node. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator set up a NetScaler pair in HA but later noticed that the configuration changes made on the primary
node were NOT synchronized with the secondary node. 

Which configuration setting must be corrected for successful configuration synchronization between both nodes in HA
mode? 

A. HA monitoring on interfaces is set to off. 

B. HA monitoring on the node IDs is set to off. 

C. nsroot password is not identical for both nodes. 

D. RPC node password is not identical for both nodes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which mode must an administrator enable to override the routing table on a NetScaler system? 

A. USIP 

B. Edge 

C. Transparent SSL 

D. MAC-based forwarding (MBF) 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Scenario: An administrator has created a policy expression to identify URLs with the .JSP suffix. The administrator plans
to use the policy expression to prevent URLs with the .JSP suffix from being compressed when the HTTP response is
received. 

How can the administrator associate the policy expression and action to achieve the desired result? 

A. Configure the action, then add a compression policy with the policy expression. 

B. Add a filter with the policy expression and the action specified, then bind the policy. 

C. Configure the action, then add the filter with the policy expression and the action specified. 

D. Add a compression policy with the policy expression and action specified, then bind the policy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to add a new node to an existing NetScaler system to create an HA pair. 

In order to prevent the new node from taking over as primary, the administrator should select the __________ setting on
the new node. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. Stay primary 

B. Stay secondary 

C. Disable HA propagation 

D. Disable HA synchronization 

Correct Answer: B 
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